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James Simons is the founder of the Simons Foundation base in the
United States. An investment modeling firm that develops market
analysis of stock market trends. A foundation that has extended into
furthering the mathematical sciences (through increase funding for
research and development in mathematics) by promoting and
establishing the belief that the private sector serves an important
function in fostering learning and academia.

Having amassed an influential role in the private publishing
industry and the prize system. Encompassing multiple other areas of
mathematical research and development, the Simons Foundation
employed divergent world-renowned academics -- in the mathematical
and physical sciences, into the scientific advisory committee.

Which led to the construction of the Simons Center for Geometry
and Physics in 2011, base at Stony Brook University in New York State,
giving weekly talks and yearly conferences on the cutting edge of the
mathematical sciences -- at the interface of geometry and physics.
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Most monthly talks delve on the cutting edge of strings and
algebraic geometry. Inviting conventional speakers, from other
universities and academic institutions, to give weekly discussions while
also holding work-shops amongst professors and students that delve into
more specialized topics in mathematics.

A foundation which prides itself as having made significant -spared no expense, strides to increase Stony Brook University’s
leadership-role in representing the core sciences. To continually meet
their commitments to higher academic standards.

Yet the quality of the permanent faculty members and visiting
professors is mainstream (resulting in negligible qualitative difference in
the competence and strength of its outside science departments and
experimental laboratories -- especially, the C.N. Yang Institute for
Theoretical Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratories and Cold Spring
Harbor).
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The Simons Foundation is a chimerical enterprise. Whose said
nature is its tendency to overreach itself in planning and decisionmaking. Amassing a large-cult following in the Long Island area for its
irresponsible entrepreneurial practices when scheduling, promoting and
holding conferences and talks. Causing havoc, by reasons that their
professors and students are incline to be more reactionary and anti-statist
rather than cooperative and contemplative (with elements of racial
supremacy that has brought into question their capability to uphold
inclusiveness and diversity important for producing cutting-edge
advances in mathematics).

Not anticipating the global aftershocks in the form of a deadly
norm that was set after 2011, when world-renowned mathematical
experts made the decision to dissociate from the Simons Foundation to
contain a cloud-atlas mosaic. Eventually emerging into (an almost out
of control) world-wide pathological mass-movement that plunge the
political establishment, prize system and the scientific process into
mayhem and complete disarray.
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With the permanent decline of the religious state and the
breakdown of Earth’s biosphere, the Simons Foundation has since then
expanded its efforts from mathematics and investment modeling.
Holding political fundraisers, including poetry discussions, meant to
further their constituency and investors.
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